Expert design, affordable supply and
professional installation of warehouse
storage systems

Warehouse Design
and Consultancy
Specialising in warehouse storage, pallet racking and mezzanine
flooring solutions; Quickline's bespoke storage solutions are delivered
quickly and cost effectively with a personal service throughout your
project. Choose us and we’ll deliver a contract that will run smoothly
and saves you money. Client satisfaction is our number one priority.
Whether you’re looking to make more from your space and improve
warehouse efficiency or moving premises and looking to fit out your
warehouse, our consultants can provide a system review, design and
project management service, advising you on the most efficient and
affordable method to meet your needs.

SITE VISIT
To assess your requirements, looking to maximise both space
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We’ll help you
to do the job
right, first time.

and efficiency based on your specific business needs.

PROJECT DESIGN
Creating your bespoke warehouse solution from our wide
selection of racking, shelving and mezzanine flooring options.

ORDER ACCEPTANCE
After designing, our specialists will present a no-obligation
quote and a proposed timeline for delivery and
implementation.

IMPLEMENTATION
Every installation has a dedicated project manager who will
ensure it runs smoothly, remains on time, within budget and
keeps disruption for your business to a minimum.
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Racking

WIDE AISLE
PALLET RACKING

With extensive knowledge and a wealth of experience in the
storage industry, Quickline can provide you with the perfect
racking system, no matter what your needs.

Our commercial and industrial racking systems are designed
for strength, durability and reliability and can be configured to

NARROW AISLE
PALLET RACKING

meet your precise criteria. We can ensure that no matter
what you are storing or how much space you have we can
identify the perfect racking for your business.

Quickline’s racking systems consist of a comprehensive
choice which can be combined to meet the needs of any
storage application in the most cost-effective way. We also
offer a wide range of pallet racking accessories, safety
barriers and protection equipment to ensure the safest

DRIVE IN & THROUGH
PALLET RACKING

warehouse/workplace conditions for your team.

PALLET LIVE
RACKING
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SHUTTLE PALLET
RACKING

PUSH BACK
PALLET RACKING

MOBILE PALLET
RACKING

Racking Inspections
It is a requirement for any storage equipment to be

An annual inspection is very cost effective in comparison

formally assessed on an annual or bi-annual basis by a

to the costs of a health and safety incident, which can

competent person, under Health and Safety legislation.

lose time, profitability and reputation.

Considered factors on this assessment include the

Our SARI (Sema Approved Racking Inspector) qualified

systems overall safety and suitability for the environment

surveyor can help you prevent this by carrying out a

in which it is installed, and the products stored, as well as

thorough rack Inspection.

highlighting damage in need of repair.

Get in touch today for a no obligation quotation.
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Put simply, a mezzanine is a free-standing platform that can be positioned in any
warehouse, with bespoke columns and beams fabricated to lengths that suit your
current layout, allowing you to exploit all of your unused cubic space – not just your
floor space. It’s a simple, flexible solution that can hugely increase your retail,
manufacturing or storage space, making the most out of any building.

Installed with a minimum of disruption to your day-to-day operations, they are a great
way to increase your working area and productivity, without relocation.

All of Quickline’s bespoke mezzanine flooring is manufactured and installed in
compliance with current British Standards and codes of practice. Our years of
experience, competitive prices and short lead times guarantee you a cost-effective
solution that could revolutionse your business.
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Different types of Shelving :
The Quickline team will work with you to
create and implement a storage and
shelving solution that best meets your

understand how important it is to fully
utilise the space that you have.

Having the right shelving system for your
business can also help your business run
more smoothly and efficiently and can

Short Span Shelving
Bulk Storage

Multi-Level

Long Span Shelving
Bulk Storage

Multi-Level

High Density

High Density

also save valuable time.

All our installation teams are SIERS
qualified to ensure our clients pallet
racking system are installed to the
highest standards of expertise and
carried out promptly. Along with this we
guarantee the highest standards of
health and safety and hold CHAS,
SAFEcontractor and Constructionline
certification and all our racking
installations are to SEMA standards.
Client satisfaction is our number one
priority.

Multi-Tier Shelving
Cost Effective

Multi-Level

Carton Live Shelving
Bulk Storage
Cost Effective
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Multi-Level

SHELVING

individual business needs as we
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Our professional
approach ensures a
dedicated service,
from enquiry to
delivery, as a result
of a combination of
our expertise,
knowledge,
work ethic and
products.

Other Systems
As well as storage equipment we offer a huge array of
other products and services including office layout

Project
Management

design and implementation, as well as conveyor

As an expert storage solutions provider, we specialise in

systems, garment storage and bin storage solutions.

improving capacity on behalf of our clients, instead of being
seen solely as a reseller of warehouse equipment.

We offer a range of solutions always developed to
meet the needs of the client, we provide a

The Quickline Project Management service is a cost effective

fully-integrated service, from design proposal through

way of managing any type of fit out project. Our experienced

to installation, leaving you with a bespoke system that

team can take care of managing each aspect of the

requires minimal maintenance.

programme, including cost control, to ensure the scheme runs
smoothly and remains on time and on budget.
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When Kitchen Craft outgrew their old premises

Case Study

they approached Quickline to design and install
the best possible storage solution for their new
216,000 square foot warehouse in Birmingham.

Kitchen Craft
Birmingham
July 2019

The final design included approximately 33,000
pallet locations comprising of wide aisle and
VNA pallet racking which includes a sprinkler
system. Quickline also installed a 3 tier 3,900
square foot mezzanine floor.
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“Easy to work
with, easy to talk
to, nothing was
too much trouble”
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Case Study
When fast growing discount retailer B&M Retail took on a new 350,000 square foot distribution
warehouse in Runcorn, Quickline were eager to get involved, providing the best possible storage
solution for their expanding operations.
How the warehouse design came together
As part of the design Quickline put together a CDM Co-ordinated project which maximised the available
warehouse space. After removing a 15,000 bay shelving structure, a brand new drive-in racking layout
with 10m high frames was created. Bespoke column boots were incorporated with the guide rails to
minimise the risk of any damage to the system when operating fork lift trucks.
Creating pallet racking spaces
The remaining pallet spaces were created using a mixture of new Stow adjustable pallet racking, existing

B&M Retail
Runcorn
To Maximise
warehouse space
July 2016

Schaefer racking and cantilever racks. Quickline created a bay profile that brought uniformity to the
entire system. Using phased sectional handover dates, the client was easily able to move stock into the
new warehouse quickly and store it efficiently throughout the life of the project.

Clients
Join our client list by
getting in touch
0113 880 0866
info@quicklinestorage.co.uk
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www.quicklinestorage.co.uk

Quickline Limited
The Gatehouse,
RCM Business Centre,
Dewsbury Road,
Ossett
WF5 9ND

0113 880 0866

info@quicklinestorage.co.uk

